№.FMT/9524 /DSI/2016-17

Date: 18.02.2017

To
Tenderers

ADDENDUM-1
SUB: Sale Disposal of Bleached Softwood Sulphate Pulp– Amendment to tenders
giving clarification on Invoicing with the applicable CVD and SAD.
REF: 1. Tender №.FMT/9524/DSI/2016-17 dt.16.01.2017
(e-portal №.MPML/2016-17/IND581)
2. Corrigendum No.1 vide FMT/9524/DSI/2016-17 dt. 07.02.2017
3) Corrigendum No. 2 vide FMT/9524/DSI/2016-17 dt. 17.02.2017
Further to above based on the request from tenderers to indicate the method of billing, the
following clarifications on the mode of billing is furnished for the information of tenderers.
DRAFT INVOICES TO BE RAISED ON PULP BUYERS.
For Bleached Softwood Sulphate Pulp
THE MYSORE PAPER MILLS LIMITED , BHADRAVATHI
Qty in MT Rate
Amount

1
2
3
4
5
6

Bleached Softwood Sulphate Pulp -( Let Basic
Price be 'B' per MT quoted by buyers and "A'
be the quantity in MT lifted. )
A
B
AB
Add CVD
1447296
Add SAD
1025871
Total (Sl 1+2+3)
C= (AB +2473167)
Add CST at 2% ( 0.02xSl 4)
D=0.02(XY+2473167)
Total Bill amount (Sl 4+5)
E=(C+D)
Note: 1) In case of selling with in Karnataka, VAT at 5.5% will be calculated instead of 2% CST
in above example.
2): MPM has imported Bleached Soft Wood Sulphate Pulp on ADMT basis. Present stock is
473.883 ADMT (or 2054.53 bales) for which the CVD works out to Rs. 1447296 and SAD works
out to Rs. 1025871 totaling to Rs. 2473167/- which will be included in the invoice. The tender is
on as is where is basis and disposal will be on MT basis. Estimated quantity indicated in the
tender is 475 MT. Actual quantity in MT will vary based on moisture content at the time of
dispatch. However MPM will not be analyzing the moisture content but will arrive at ADMT
weight based on No. of bales. Delivery challan will be issued on day to day basis and in the
end one invoice will be raised with above calculations. In case of part quantity ordered, the
same will again be done based on the no. of bales proportionately and CVD and SAD will be
distributed proportionately among the buyers

Please take note of the above and participate in the tender.
Asst. Gen. Manager (Matls) i/c

